[The History of the F. Ch. Graal Perm Municipal Clinical Hospital, One of the Oldest Hospitals of the Ural Region].
The article presents the history of becoming and development of F. Ch. Graal Perm municipal clinical hospital, founded on October 17, 1915. In 1928 A. V. Lunacharsky characterized this hospital as "The pearl of Ural". V. N. Derevenko, the surgeon-in-ordinary of the Royal Family, is its first director. Famous national scientists, such as academician E. A. Wagner, professors D. P. Kuznetsky, V. N. Parin, B. V. Parin, I. A. Ivanov, V. F. Simonovich, J. S. Zimmerman and others worked in this hospital. They made a significant input into development of medical science and health care of the Ural Region.